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a b s t r a c t

We present a detailed and accurate physics based transient simulation for modeling flash memory
programming characteristics using nonquasi-static and tunneling equations versus the typical Lucky-
Electron Model. The result is a set of simple expressions that were originally developed for a MOSFET
and adapted for use in floating gate memory. Of greater importance is the extensive use of physical
parameters as opposed to the scale factors and probabilities used in other models. This technique allows
floating gate memory designers to determine the nominal programming characteristics of single-level
and multi-level memory cells prior to the fabrication process. This technique also allows designers to
determine the effects of fabrication tolerances on the performance of the memory cell. The accuracy of
this model was validated through comparison with experimental data and simulation results presented
in several publications.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

In today’s cell phone and mobile computing industry there is an
increasing need for flash memory with faster performance while
requiring less power to operate and increased memory density.
Through accurate simulation the effects of substrate material prop-
erties, temperature, device scaling, terminal voltage levels, doping
concentration, terminal voltage slew rates, programming pulse
durations and magnitudes can be analyzed prior to fabrication.
This can aid in determining how design changes and fabrication
tolerance variations effect performance and can greatly reduce
the required design time, design cost and time to market for prod-
ucts using this technology.

The structure of a flash memory cell as shown in Fig. 1 is similar
to that of an EEPROM where an intermediate or ‘‘floating’’ gate ex-
ists between the control gate terminal and the substrate surface.
The floating gate acts as a capacitor capable of storing charge
and the amount of stored charge is directly related to a shift in
the overall threshold voltage of the memory cell. Likewise, the
movement of electrons to the floating gate can be viewed as a gate
current. Therefore, the keys to modeling the programming charac-
teristics are accurately determining the gate current and determin-
ing the effects of stored charge on the overall threshold voltage.

While researching this topic we discovered that many, if not all,
of the existing models were based on the probability intensive
equations presented in [1] to calculate the programming gate cur-
rent. The intent of this paper is to demonstrate an alternate and
more physics base method to describe this process. The weak

points of the Lucky Electron Model in [1] are its use of a series of
probabilities to predict the channel to floating gate current and it
only considers the electron injection at a point near the drain
where the oxide electric field is at a maximum. In reality, electrons
can traverse the oxide barrier at any point in the channel with the
maximum contribution occurring at the drain end of the channel
region. To produce a more physics based model we calculated
the gate current using a nonquasi-static method presented in [2]
combined with the tunneling equations presented in [3–5]. This
new technique determines the gate current by integrating across
the channel region to determine the contributions attributed by
the charge coupling between the channel surface and the floating
gate and tunneling between the channel surface and the floating
gate. Also included is the minor contribution due to tunneling be-
tween the drain/source and the floating gate overlap region.

The following sections detail the equations used in the simula-
tion development, simulation sequence and results achieved. The
inclusion of the simulation sequence is meant to provide the reader
with insight into the methods and numerical techniques used to
perform the integration in the gate current equation and determin-
ing the surface potential at any point within the channel.

2. Model initial conditions

The capacitive equivalent circuit (Fig. 2) and the cross-sectional
view of a floating gate device (Fig. 1) is the basis for a majority of
the floating gate models [2,3]. From Figs. 1 and 2 the derivations of
the initial floating gate charge (Qfg) and initial floating gate voltage
(Vfg) equations are possible. To increase the accuracy of the model
we incorporated the contact potentials where V 0g;V

0
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0
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represent the terminal voltages plus the corresponding contact
potentials. Likewise, VG, VD, VS, and VB represent the terminal volt-
ages only. It is also important to note that the surface potential and
capacitance of the channel region is not constant due to the charge
sharing contributions of the drain and source. For this reason the
drain and source sides of the channel region will be considered
separately.

Under steady state conditions the equation for the initial float-
ing gate charge is:

Q fg ¼ CtV fg � CoxgV 0g � Cfgd usnd þ V 0d
� �

� Cfgs usns þ V 0s
� �

� Coxd uspd þ V 0b
� �

� Coxs usps þ V 0b
� �

ð1Þ

The equation for the initial floating gate voltage is easily pro-
duced by rearranging the terms in (1) and solving for Vfg.

V fg ¼
1
Ct

� �
Q fg þ Coxg V 0g

� �
þ Cfgd usnd þ V 0d

� �
þ Cfgs usns þ V 0s

� �h
þ Coxd uspd þ V 0b

� �
þ Coxs usps þ V 0b

� �i
ð2Þ

A good initial value for usns and usnd is 0.0 V while a good initial
value for uspd and usps is 2ufp where the Fermi potential ufp was
determined using the equations presented in [1].

A value for the initial floating gate charge can now be calculated
using the following equations and the parallel plate capacitance
values:

V tcg initial ¼
Ct

Cfg
V tfg ð3Þ

Q fg ¼ CfgðVtcg initial � V tcgÞ ð4Þ

where Vtcg_initial – initial threshold voltage w.r.t. the CG (Qfg = 0),
Vtcg – initial threshold voltage w.r.t. the CG (Qfg – 0), Vtfg – initial
threshold voltage w.r.t. the FG.

One can easily surmise that the equation for Vtfg is the standard
MOSFET threshold voltage equation by realizing the cell structure
of Fig. 1 is identical to a MOSFET when the control gate is removed.
Also from this point forward the device capacitances associated
with the channel surface will be determined using the equations
presented in [6].

3. Gate current component due to charge coupling

The first component of the gate current iG (x, t) can be attributed
to the charge coupling between the substrate surface and the float-
ing gate. The method for deriving this current equation originated
from the nonquasi-static continuity equation presented in [2]. The
equation is:

@iGðx; tÞ
@x

¼W
@q0gðx; tÞ

@t
ð5Þ

where q0gðx; tÞ – gate charge per unit area (C/cm2), x – channel posi-
tion (cm), t – time (s).

Rearranging (5) produces the following:

iGðtÞ ¼WL
d
dt

Z 1

0
q0Gðx; tÞdx ð6Þ

where

q0Gðx; tÞ ¼ C 0ox½VFGðtÞ � VFB � wsðx; tÞ� � q0o ð7Þ

where C0ox = (eox/tox) – FG to substrate capacitance per unit area
(F/cm2), VFG(t) – FG to source voltage at time t (V), VFB – flat-band
voltage (F), ws(x, t) – source reference surface potential relative to
channel position x at time t (V), q0o – charges in the oxide material
(C/cm2).

It is important to note that the gate current Eq. (6) takes on the
form i = CdV/dt when the equation for q0gðx; tÞ of (7) is inserted;
therefore, this current component can be attributed to charge cou-
pling. The complete solution for (6) is complicated by the fact that
the surface potential is unknown for every point in the channel.
The determination of this surface potential is accomplished by first
realizing that under steady state conditions the current at the
source, drain and every point in the channel region is assumed to
be equal. This assumption produces the following equality [2]:

I0ðtÞ ¼ IDSðtÞ ¼
W
L
½f ðwsðL; tÞ � f ðwsð0; tÞÞ�

¼W
x
½f ðwsðx; tÞÞ � f ðwsð0; tÞÞ� ð8Þ

where f(ws(x, t)) – function of the surface potential at channel posi-
tion x where f(ws(0, t)) is at the source and f(ws(L, t)) is at the drain.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional representation of an n-channel floating-gate memory cell,
where tox1 – control gate (CG) to floating gate (FG) oxide thickness, tox – FG to
substrate oxide thickness, LOLd, LOLs – drain and source overlap lengths, W, L0 – cell
width and length, L – channel length.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the floating gate capacitor equivalent circuit,
where Coxg = (eox/tox1)WL0 – CG to FG capacitance (F), Coxs = 0.5(eox/tox) WL – initial
FG to source side substrate capacitance (F), Coxd = 0.5(eox/tox) WL – initial FG to
source side substrate capacitance (F), Cfgd = (eox/tox)WLOLd – FG to drain terminal
capacitance (F), Cfgs = (eox/tox)WLOLs – FG to source terminal capacitance (F),
Ct = Coxg + Coxd + Coxs + Cfgd + Cfgs – total capacitance (F), usnd, usns – substrate
referenced surface potential between the FG and the drain/source terminals (V),
uspd, usps – substrate referenced surface potential between the FG and the drain/
source sides of channel surface (V).
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